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Empirical Strategy: Compare variety and prices from monopolist stores with those of in a duopoly (controlling for factors -observed and unobserved -that may a¤ect both the market structure and the decisions of the …rms) In some of the duopoly markets, both stores belong to the same chain. Duopoly markets with low competition intensity.
(1) 2) In the …rst stage, choose the set of products to sell (q 2 fA, B, (A, B)g).
Then, compete in prices (knowing the assortment of the rival)
3) To carry a second product, a …rm will have to pay a …x (storage) cost F .
=> Competition induces higher Variety and Prices in equilibrium
Introduction 
Consumer i utility of going to store j at time t depends on 3 components: 1) utility from the bundle chosen 2) utility derived from store characteristics (distance, taste for store music, parking lot,...) 3) random shock (logit)
Also...model product choice to compute E (V ijct ) exactly... 
